line with ten seconds to spare. Goal. Tech, 18; Trinity, 12.

The teams lined up as follows: Trinity—rushers, Coggshall, Reese, Penrose, Mc-Gann, Reiland, Buell, Strawbridge; quarter back, Greenly; half backs, F. Edgerton, Sangford; full back, J. Edgerton. Technology—rushers, Underwood, Mayo, Paige, McCormick, Washburn, Leland, Parker; quarter back, Thomas; half backs, Curtis, Hayden; full back, Andrews.

Amherst, 12; Tech, 4.

Every day last week previous to Saturday hid under a fair front the fact that it was collecting torrents of rain for the purpose of dissolving the upper layer of the South End field, and the red and gray of the young ladies' bonnets. Despite the chill east wind, which took fiendish delight in forcing huge raindrops a-trickling down one's back, it was an enthusiastic crowd which braved the blast for the support of old Technology. Alas, we needed all this encouragement, and a little more, too!

When the game was called Amherst had the ball, but good defense brought it to Tech. Gains through Amherst's center took the ball to Amherst's 10-yard line, where Barns regained fifteen yards by a run around right end. Then Curtis by a gain around Amherst's left end and a hard push through center scored our first and last touchdown. Andrews failed at goal, having a strong wind against him. Tech, 4; Amherst, 0.

Amherst gained twenty yards, but lost the ball, and Andrews punted. Slowly our men were forced back, till Goodale was sent through left tackle for a touchdown. Pratt kicked goal. Tech made fifteen yards on the flying wedge, and had the ball on Amherst's 25-yard line when time was called. Amherst, 6; Tech, 4.

The ground by this time was in terrible condition. No runs could be made, nearly all gains being by sheer push. Thus the fine gains generally made by Curtis were unavailable, and Manahan was in such shape that he had to be replaced by McCormick, lessening our chances somewhat. In this half Goodale was sent from the 15-yard line for a second touchdown. Pratt again kicking goal. After alternately gaining and losing ground Tech settled down to work for another touchdown, but darkness put an end to the game before this could be obtained, and the score remained 12-4, in Amherst's favor.

Several things seemed to conspire against us, yet we must give Amherst the credit of playing the better game. Experience has ever shown that Tech cannot win on a slippery field, and this with the general poor condition of our men may account for the defeat. Thomas's ankle was weak, Manahan had to be relieved, Curtis and Andrews were both lame. We were fairly beaten, however, and must swallow the pill.

The teams lined up as follows: Amherst—rushers, Rosa, Tyler, Benney, Kimball, Stone, Blagden, Ford; quarter back, H. O. Pratt (Capt.); half backs, Barns, Goodale; full back, Dening. Tech—rushers, Underwood, Perkins, Whiting, Manahan (McCormick), Washburn, Mayo, Parker; quarter back, Thomas (Capt.); half backs, Curtis, Hayden, Rockwell; full backs, Andrews, Curtis. Umpire, John Highlands. Referee, Baldwin. Time, 60 minutes.

The Freshman eleven met the Hyde Park Club at Hazelwood, on Saturday, Oct. 28th. The opposing team had the advantages of superior weight and of several years of playing together. On the Tech side there were at no time more than six men who could be called regular players. The Freshmen played a plucky game, but they were outclassed from the first. The score was 30 to 0 in favor of Hyde Park. Waldo's punting was good, and, on the other side, the runs of House and Hayward were notable.